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SERGIO PLATA I am and I am not Materials: 820 Mexican chillies, 350 metres of stitching, paper and chicken wire. This sculpture deals with the spirit, the fear of space and time, fear of seeing the body as an object, fear of putrefaction, fear of losing human identity and being forgotten, the horror vacui between the mind the spirit and body. Viva la Vida oil on canvas 92x76cms Guadalupe oil on canvas 182x136cms In my paintings I deform the bodies, ridden with angst and loneliness, evoking the degradation, self-destruction and the humans relationship with the world. The size of the bodies represents the grandeur of the human being and the capacity for rebuilding and renewal. Other symbols in my art work are Mexican icons and flowers suspended in space which represent the beauty, the love, the poetry and the brevity of life. Also I have used words from Mexican poets evoking the existence and complexity of the human mind.



LESLEY GIOVANELLI Psychedelic Dream House Mexican wool with natural dyes, polyester wadding with acrylic paint, pins, polystyrene, cardboard The Mexican theme gave me the opportunity to be riotous with colour. Inspired by the wool paintings of the Huichol Indians, I decided to use the very rugged wool I had collected and dyed in Mexico, (the reds are from the cochineal beetle, the blue from indigo and yellow, a local Mexican flower) laid over a base of brightly coloured polyester wadding. Within these limitations I tried to create as stimulating an optical effect as the huichol works by allowing my imagination a kind of free association and flow. The house is based on typical buildings still seen in parts of Mexico today. SERGIO PLATA I am and I am not Materials: 820 Mexican chillies, 350 metres of stitching, paper and chicken wire. This sculpture deals with the spirit, the fear of space and time, fear of seeing the body as an object, fear of putrefaction, fear of losing human identity and being forgotten, the horror vacui between the mind the spirit and body. Viva la Vida oil on canvas 92x76cms Guadalupe oil on canvas 182x136cms In my paintings I deform the bodies, ridden with angst and loneliness, evoking the degradation, self-destruction and the humans relationship with the world. The size of the bodies represents the grandeur of the human being and the capacity for rebuilding and renewal. Other symbols in my art work are Mexican icons and flowers suspended in space which represent the beauty, the love, the poetry and the brevity of life. Also I have used words from Mexican poets evoking the existence and complexity of the human mind.



LESLEY GIOVANELLI Psychedelic Dream House Mexican wool with natural dyes, polyester wadding with acrylic paint, pins, polystyrene, cardboard The Mexican theme gave me the opportunity to be riotous with colour. Inspired by the wool paintings of the Huichol Indians, I decided to use the very rugged wool I had collected and dyed in Mexico, (the reds are from the cochineal beetle, the blue from indigo and yellow, a local Mexican flower) laid over a base of brightly coloured polyester wadding. Within these limitations I tried to create as stimulating an optical effect as the huichol works by allowing my imagination a kind of free association and flow. The house is based on typical buildings still seen in parts of Mexico today.



MARGARET ROBERTS Not Mexico 2011 polystyrene & unprimed canvas I didn’t go to Mexico, but my attraction to the notion of horror vacui that others brought back with them is its slight similarity with the critique of the white cube (which is part of the spatial focus of the project space where the show is held). The similarity is that both are reactions to the emptying of architectural spaces, but the response of one is to fill the empty space with relics and imagery, and of the other is to recognise its potential for live, bodily inhabitation. The Mexican horror vacui focus of this exhibition thus invites reflection on the spatial frameworks on which the project space is based, so as to reconsider how the space of images might cohabit with inhabitable space that images and architecture both occupy. (This was something that Robert Morris, when writing on minimal art in the 1960s, saw as difficult to maintain because of the default nature of illusionism in contemporary culture .) In Not Mexico, I worked with the ziggurat or pyramid-like architecture of ancient Maya civilization, thinking of it as a remnant of a largely-past social space in the same physical space as modern Mexico, and also as an image of Mexico that could be constructed elsewhere to recognise the actual space in which both the pyramids in Mexico and the image in Sydney are both still located. Robert Morris Notes on Sculpture 3, Artforum v5, no 10 (June 1967)



STEVEN FASAN MANANA. 2011 Collapsed space (diminished horror), timber, paint and perspex rod (clutter) HORROR VACUI ~ ‘the good news is that with commitment you will overcome it quickly and completely, provided you use the right techniques…’ CTRN. (Change That’s Right Now). Or, Just put it off until tomorrow!
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HORROR VACUI: VIVA MEXICO! is an exhibition which brings together artists inspired by things Mexican. The term “Horror Vacui” or fear of empty space refers to the post Revolutionary, anti-clerical removal of all images and statues from Mexican churches. The term has interesting resonances with art theory; from the Baroque and Outsider Art insistence on filling of all space, to criticisms regarding the “white cube”. It seemed particularly pertinent for us at Articulate Project Space because of the primacy given to spaciality in our work. Present day Mexico most often conjures ideas of colour and vitality, of a plethora and overload of sights, sounds and imagery hence the Viva Mexico!



TONI WARBURTON Some notes, objects, actions from thinking about Gabriel Orozco›s concept for his Observatory House, an instrument for knowledge built on Roca Blanca, Oaxaca, Mexico realised by architect, Tatiana Bilbao.



do you swim? can you float? I am asking about seven friends who swim to float in their favourite pool in any kind of costume or garment, look at the sky, think about star gazing and be photographed, possibly videoed, probably by me. Would you consider it? xt 10.03.2011



flotation gaze, close to an autumn equinox Toni Warburton 13.03.2011 Seaforth, Kristina Czaban 14.03.2011 Coogee, Jane Mclean 16.03.2011 Cremorne, Margaret Roberts 19.03.2011 Leichhardt, Chris Ward 19.03.2011 Coogee, John von Sturmer 21.03.2011 Bronte, Christine Olsen 22.03.2011 Enmore, Jean Hartman 23. 03. 2011 Nielson Park. 12 x 8 colour prints from digital video stills and digital photographs. Thanks to Chris Ward arcs and circles blue chalk cloth string paper, beer for a donkey Corona beer graphite, kaleidoscope. http://iwan.com/photo_Gabriel_Orozco_House_Tatiana_ Bilbao.php http://www.openbuildings.com/buildings/observatory-house-profile-5999. html viewed 22.03.2011
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JULIET FOWLER SMITH Las cosas desde y para el vacio (things from and for the void) 2011 Materials: mixed media cactus, pom poms, light with horns Glass table, water ,wax maps, found objects I have been reading about and remembering Mexico. I read about spiritual beliefs and practices El dios de la muerte the god of death vive en el mundo de las sombras lived in the world of the shadows debajo de mundo de los que viven under the world of the living. I also read the dead are given water and sometimes money “for while they are looking for work”. They light many candles so that the dead person will find his house and is not lost and “walking sorrowfully”. I like exploring the space between light and the darkness. Text from Mexico National Anthropological Museum Catalogue. Grijalbo. Barcelona 1983



SUZANNE BARTOS Calvary Materials: Plywood, Christmas lights, Car decals. I remember enjoying the surprise when I realised that North Indian architecture was scaled to the height of elephants! So when I attempted to scale the Aztec temples in Tenochitilan I had a similar initial puzzlement as to why the steps were not to a human scale. My work here is an attempt to figure out the reason. Unreasonable! Isn’t it hard enough to get your head around willingly agreeing to have your heart ripped out while still alive, without expecting that you first have to struggle up these steps built for giants! Much has been written about the natural fit between Aztec blood sacrifice and the Catholic practice of drinking the blood of Christ commemorating Christ’s sacrifice. I built the stairs to pyramid scale in the hope that a kinesthetic experience of walking them might hold the key as to why they are so steep? Something about what a commitment to sacrifice requires of one. The precarious conflict between will fighting body? The flames: initially I just liked the idea that we associate
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heaven as up, so I played with putting hell up for a change. Then I saw images of the sacking of the Aztec empire and how the temples atop of the stairs were all aflame. I chose to make the stairs real so you could see what you thought might be the reasoning. But the image of heaven or hell as illusionary, theatrical just like all good religion and ritual.



SUE CALLANAN LLAMA A MI MAMA – “call my mama” Materials: wood, metal glass Something’s missing and is possibly in danger. The Spanish term for this is “se busca” – looking for. In the main cathedral in Mexico City there is a small shrine to endangered pregnancies. The presiding saint, San Ramon Nanoto, was said to have been born after his mother died in childbirth. At the shrine people buy padlocks and tie red ribbons to them. Then all the padlocks are clumped together, growing into a larger and larger pile. There is also a practice in churches across Latin America for people to use amulets in the shape of injured body parts for which they seek healing and protection. The idea for lost and injured pets came from photographs on poles for missing pets, some who urgently needed medicines. One such photo in Coyoacan, Mexico City, with the text “llama a mi mama” (call my mama), has become the title of my piece and I have created amulets of animals and votive cards that people can place in niches in the walls of the project space so that they too can make an offering for their pet. The vacuum created by absence or fear of loss can then in some way be restored. LINDEN BRAYE Shoebox Housing and Hanging Donkey No statement
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New Mexico principals are less likely than their national peers to offer CS courses, but more likely to offer CS extracurriculars. However, their offerings less likely include programming/coding. They report higher student demand, but lower school bo
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New Mexico Services 

To inform the public on progress made toward ensuring broad participation in Kâ€“12 CS education, this report provides results ... computer software. ...There are too many other courses that students have to take in order to prepare for college. ...W
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Like you. Now all you need is a Code. Welcome to W54. Ultra-luxury residences? An alpha-numeric password? Neither and both. W54 is a world within a world. A microcosm, a culture of the chosen few. 56, to be precise. And no more. Achievers, leaders, i
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Jun 26, 2015 - registered delegate function on the website that allows you to become part of ..... from Radiopaedia.org are hosting a mix of punchy presentations ... Led by some of the best debriefers in the business, .... CONCURRENT 10:.
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THE SPECTACULAR SKY LOUNGE. The Terrace Sky Lounge takes you to new heights of luxury and exclusivity. After all, it's called the Sky Lounge with good reason. Enjoy the Mood Lighting or sit back and take it all in at the Shamiana, the informal sittin
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These solutions, which include Call Center Solutions,. Document Management Solutions, Engineering Solutions,. Financial Solutions, Technology Solutions and ...
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Mar 4, 2013 - accommodation is also available in the institute guest house ... which includes computer science and engineering, ... BEST PAPER AWARDS.
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Map of San Diego: ATTACH SAN DIEGO PDF MAP HERE. San Diego Travel Apps for your Iphone or Android Devices: http://www.sandiego.org/plan-your- ...
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